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It is shown that if A is an hermitian element of a C*-algebra and A is in the 
domain of a closed unbounded derivation 6 of the C*-algebra and if f is a 
continuously differentiable complex valued function defined on a closed interval 
containing the spectrum of A then f(A) 1s in the domain of 6 and the norm of 
6( f (A)) is bounded by the norm of 6(A) times the least upper bound of the 
absolute value of the derivative off. This result is generalized to the case of 
continuously differentiable functions of several variables. 
INTRODUCTION 
In quantum field theory and statistical mechanics one often 
describes a physical system in terms of a C*-algebra Cu. The dynamics 
or time evolution of the system is given in terms of a one parameter 
group of *-automorphisms OI~ of Iu. For many systems such as quantum 
lattice systems of spins (see e.g., [5]) one may assume the one param- 
eter group OI~ is strongly continuous, i.e., for each A E ‘?I the function 
a,(A) is norm continuous in t. Then it follows from semigroup 
theory (see e.g., [l] or [3]) th ere is a closed densely defined operator 6 
given by 
S(A) = ln$ t-1(&!&4) - A), 
where the domain of 6 is the set of A E ‘8 for which the above limit 
exists in the sense of norm convergence. The operator 6 is a closed 
linear mapping from D(8) into ‘9I. It follows from the fact that the 01~ 
are automorphisms of 2I that if A, B E D(8) then AB E B(8) and 
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S(AB) = S(A)B + AS(B). It follows from the fact that the 01~ are 
*-automorphisms that if A E B(S) then A* E D(S) and S(A*) = S(A)*. 
Recently Sakai has studied such derivations of UHF-algebras and 
shown they can be approximated by inner derivations [6]. 
In this paper we consider the following problem. Suppose rU is a 
C*-algebra with unit I and S is a closed densely defined derivation 
of ‘$l. Specifically we assume 6 is a linear mapping from a norm dense 
linear subset D(S) of ‘3 into ‘% with the properties, 
(i) if A, B E ID(S) then AB E B(S) and S(AB) = S(A)B + AS(B). 
(ii) if A, E B(S) for n = 1, 2,... and I/ A, - A jl --+ 0 and 
/I WJ - B II - 0 as n -+ co then A E D(S) and S(A) = B. 
Suppose A = A* E z)(S). We have that polynomials in A are in 
B(S). It follows from Sakai’s paper [6] that analytic functions of A 
are in D(S). In this paper we will show that continuously differentiable 
functions of A are in D(S). 
For the case of a commutative C*-algebra this result is almost 
immediate since if P(X) is a polynomial in the real variable x and P’(X) 
is its first derivative then we have 
ww) = W) fY4, 
and hence, 
II v(4)ll < II W)II II JY4Il- 
Since any continuously differentiable function on a closed and 
bounded interval can be approximated uniformly both for the function 
and its first derivative by polynomials the result follows. Our case is 
complicated by the fact that A and S(A) need not commute. 
We also generalize this result to the case of continuously differen- 
tiable functions of several variables. 
THE DOMAIN OF AN UNBOUNDED DERIVATION 
Throughout this section we will assume ‘3 is a C*-algebra with 
unit I and 6 is a closed densely defined derivation of 5X. We will 
denote the domain of 6 by B(S). I n what follows we will often make 
use of the remark, if A E 9(S) then A^ E P(S) and 
S(A”) = i A”-l S(A) An-k, 
k=l 
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and hence, 
k=l 
We begin with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose A E D(S) and U(z) = exp(zA). Then U(z) E D(8) 
for all complex x and 
where the derivative exists in the sense of norm convergence. 
Proof. Suppose z is a complex number and A E D(6) C ‘K Let 
Since U,(x) is a polynomial in A we have U,(z) E D(S). We have 
for m > n, 
k=n+l 
which tends to zero as m, n -+ 00. Hence, 8( U,(z)) converges to an 
element B E 9l as n -+ co. We have 11 U,(z) - U(z)lj --+ 0 and 
II ~(U&N - B II - 0 as 1z - co. Since 6 is closed we have U(z) E D(6) 
and 6( U(z)) = B. In fact, we have 
S(w4) = kgl g ww 
where the infinite sum converges in norm. 
To show S( U(z)) satisfies the stated differential equation we first 
show 11 x-9( U(z)) - S(A)11 4 0 as 2: -+ 0. Suppose z is a complex 
number with z + 0. Then we have 
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< // S(A)/1 f ’ x I;hy fyk-l x-=2 
< II S(A)ll (exp(l 2 I II A II) - I>, 
which tends to zero as z + 0. 
Suppose z and h are complex numbers and h f; 0. Then we have 
Taking the limit as h --t 0 we have the right-hand side of the above 
equation converges in norm to the expression, 
(W4 S(w4) = www + q-4 S(A). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose A E D(S) and U(z) = exp(zA). Then U(x) E B(6) 
and 
S(U(z)) = z s’ U(tz) S(A) U((1 - t)z) &. 
0 
Proof. Before beginning the proof of this lemma we remark that 
since the integrand U(tz) 6(A) U((l - t)z) of the above integral is 
norm continuous in t the above integral may simply be defined as 
the limit of Riemann sums as the mesh fineness tends to zero. 
We begin the proof of the lemma. From Lemma 1 we have 
U(z) E CD(S). We have 
S( U(z)) = S( U(z/n)fl) = f U(x/n)“-1 S( U(z/n)) U(z/n)~-k 
k=l 
= x(1/n) 2 U(z(k - 1)/n) S(A) U(x(n - k)/n) + R, 
k=l 
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where 
k=l 
We have that the first term in the above equation converges in norm 
to the integral 
s 
1 
z U(~Z) S(A) U((l - t)z) dt. 
0 
We complete the proof of the lemma by showing that R, converges 
to zero in norm as n --f co. We have 
From the previous lemma we have 
(d/d4 YW4)lso = W, 
where the derivative exists in the sense of norm convergence. Hence 
ij(n/~) S( U(x/n)) - S(A)lj --+ 0 as n --f co. Hence, R, tends to zero 
in norm as n --t 00. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose 6 is a closed densely de$ned derivation of a 
C*-algebra 2X with unit. Suppose A = A* is in the domain B(S) of 6. 
Let [a, b] be a closed interval containing the spectrum a(A) of A. Suppose f 
is a complex-valued function dejined on [a, b] which has a continuous 
first derivative f’ on [a, b]. Then f (A) E D(S) and 
where 
II KfWII < I/ WII Ilfll, 
llflil = su~{lfWl; x E [a, W. 
Proof. Suppose A = A* E D(S). We first prove the theorem for 
functions of the form 
f(x) = t ck exp(it,x). 
k=l 
Then we have 
f(A) = i ck exp(it,A) = i CkU(dk)- 
k=l k=l 
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Then from the previous lemma we havef(A) E b(8) and 
xf(4) = f iCkfk s,’ U(itks) S(A) U&(1 - s)) ds. 
k=l 
Suppose rr is a faithful *-representation of % on a Hilbert space sj, 
Suppose h, g E 5 with Jj h 11 = 11 g jl = 1. We estimate (h, +S(f(A)))g). 
Let (E(A); X E [a, b] 3 o(A)) be the spectral resolution of +A), i.e., 
T(A) = j- h dE(h) and T( U(2)) = s exp(itX) dE(A). 
Then we have 
= ,c: ic,t, s,I (h, n(U(it,s) S(A) ?@,(I - s)))g) ds 
exp ( it&i + &(I - s) X’)(dE(h) h, n-@(A)) dE(x’))g) ds. 
Interchanging the order of integration (which is legitimate since the 
integrals are absolutely convergent) and carrying out the s integration 
we find 
exp(it,A) - exp(it,X) 
h--h ) W4 4 @W) dW’)g), 
where we define 
(exp(it$i) - exp(it,h’))/(h - A’) = it2 for h = A’. 
Carrying out the sum over k we have 
where 
(f(4 - fGw(~ - h’) = f’(h) for X = h’. 
We have 
IW) -f(X’))lV - Q < llflll = suP{lf’@)l; 32 E [a, 4 3 4w 
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Hence, we have 
Since n is a faithful * -representation of 2l we have 
II w(4ll = II ~ww))ll = suPw> evwN&9l; II h II = II g II = 11. 
Hence, we have II Kf Wll < IIWII Ilf II1 .
Now suppose f is defined on the interval [a, b] 3 a(A) and f has 
a continuous derivativef’ on [a, b]. By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem 
there is a sequence of functions g,(x) of the form 
m(k) 
&(4 = c ckn exp(itk,x), 
k=l 
such that g,(x) -+ f '( ) x uniformly on [a, b] as n --+ co. We can arrange 
it so that t,, # 0 or all n and k by simply shifting those t,, = 0 
a small amount which tends to zero a n -+ 00. Let 
A straight forward estimate shows that fn(x) -+ f (x) and fn’(x) --f f ‘(x) 
uniformly on [a, b]. Hence, we have 
IlfnW - f WII = SUP11 fit@) - .+)I; 32 E o(4)+ 0, as n-+co, 
and 
II w&9 - ~(fm(4)II < II Wll llfn - fm Ill - 0, as n,m-+ co. 
Hence, S(f@)) converges to an element B E 2l as n --t co. Since 6 
is a closed derivation we have f(A) E D(S) and S( f (A)) = B, and 
II Yf(4) - YfnW)II+ 0 as n -+ ~0. Since II VfnWII G II ~(4 llfn. II1 
and Ilf, Ill --t llf IL as n -+ 00 we have 
II S(f W)Il G II Wll llf III . 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Remark. Since f(A) only depends on the values off on a(A) in 
estimating // S(f(A))/l one chooses an f or a sequence of f’s which 
will minimize 1) f (II subject to the condition that f take on its prescribed 
values on o(A). 
THEOREM 4. Suppose 6 is a closed densely defined derivation of a 
C*-algebra % with unit. Suppose {A, , A, ,..., A,} are n commuting 
hermitian elements of ‘2I which are in the domain D(S) of 8. Suppose S 
is a compact convex set in W containing the joint spectrum “(AI ,..., A,) 
of {A, ,a.., A,}. Suppose f is a complex valued function de&ted on an 
open neighborhood W of S and f has continuous first partial derivatives 
on 92. Thenf (A, ,..., A,) E D(S) and 
where 
and 
llflll = suPNw(4l0; x E 9 
for x E R* 1 x IO = I/ S(x,A, + qA, + .*. + x,A,)jl. 
Proof. Suppose the hypotheses of the theorem are satisfied and the 
norms I/ * /iI and 1 * IO are defined as in the statement of the theorem. 
We first prove the theorem for functions of the form 
f(x) = f ck exp(it, f x), 
k=l 
(4 
with tk * x = tklXl + tkZXZ + **. + t&X, . Let A(x) = xlA, + xzA, + 
a.* + xnAn and U(h) = exp(iA(x)). Then we have 
B = f(A, ,..., A,) = 2 c,U(&). 
k=l 
From Lemma 2 we have that B E B(8) and 
6(B) = f ic, s1 U(ist/J 6(A(t,)) U(i(l - s)tk) ds. 
k=l 0 
Let rr be a faithful *-representation of rU on a Hilbert space 5. 
Suppose h, g E $5 and /I h I/ = Ij g 11 = 1. We will estimate (h, rr(G(B))g). 
Let {E(h); X E S C t’P> be the joint spectral resolution of {r(A1),..., 
T(A,)) (see e.g. [4]), i.e., 
z-(A(x)) = s x . X dE(X) and n(U(ix)) = J exp(ix - h)dE(A). 
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We have 
= j$ ick jol j j expWk . h + i(1 -S)t, . X)(&(h) h, T@(A(t,)) dE(x’)g)ds. 
Carrying out the sum over k (which is legitimate since the above 
expression is absolutely convergent) we have 
(h, n-(S(B))g) = j' j j f& ($ (SX + (1 -+qwq A, +w)) wh'Mds* 
0 z 
Since II Ck v@(4>II < II CL, xA4II = I x lo and lWX4l~ G llfll~ 
for all x E S we have 
I@, +V))g)l < j’ jj llflll II d-WY II il dW’)g II ds 
0 
G llflll II h I! l/g II = llflll - 
Since T is a faithful *-representation of 21 on 9 we have 
II W)ll = II 4w)~ll = suPw9 4W))dl; II h II = II g II = I>. 
Hence, II V9lI < llfll~ - 
Hence, the theorem is true for functions of the form (u). We will 
complete the proof of the theorem by showing that a function f 
satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem can be approximated 
uniformly on S and in the /I * II1 norm by functions of the form (a). We 
use techniques which are standard in the theory of tempered distribu- 
tions (see e.g., [2] or [7]). 
We begin by assuming f is an infinitely differentiable function of 
compact support. Let V, = {x E Rn; / xi I < L/2, for i = l,..., n}. 
Choose L sufficiently large so that V, contains both 5 and the support 
off in its interior. We approximate f by its truncated Fourier expan- 
sion. Let 
ck = (l/L”) jvLf(x) exp(-(2a/l) ik * X) h-c, 
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where k E R” has integer components. It is a standard fact used in 
distribution theory that f, and its partial derivatives of all orders 
converge to f and its partial derivatives uniformly in V, . 
Let B, = f,(A, ,..., A,) for m = 1, 2 ,... and B = f (A, ,..., A,). 
We have 
II B, - B II = sup{lf,(x) -f(x)l; x E 44 ,..., 48 -+ 0, as m - co, 
II wd - W*)II G llfm - fk Ill + 0, as m,k+co. 
Since 6 is closed we have B E D(6) and Ij S(B,) - S(B)11 -+ 0 as m -+ co. 
Since Ij S(B,)II < 11 f, jli and 1) fm -f II1 + 0 as m -+ cc it follows that 
II VW < Ilf IL . Hence, we have established the theorem for 
infinitely differentiable functions of compact support. 
Finally, suppose f satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem. Let S, 
be a compact set containing S in its interior and which is contained 
in the open neighborhood % of S. Let h be a positive infinitely 
differentiable function of compact support such that 
s h(x) d”x = 1. 
Let 
f&> = J’, mnh(m(x - Y)).~(Y) dny. 
A straightforward estimate shows that f, and the first partial deriva- 
tives off, converge to f and its first partial derivatives as m -+ 00 
uniformly on S. Hence, I/ fm -f/j1 -+ 0 as m -+ co. 
Let B = f (A, ,..., A,) and B, = fm(A1 ,..., A,). As before, we 
have 11 B, - B Ij - 0 and II %4J - WJJII < llfm -fk IL - 0 as 
m, k -+ co. Since 8 is closed we have B E B(8) and II S(B,) - S(B)]1 -+ 0 
as m + co. Since /I S(B,)II < // fm iI1 and jl f, -f /iI - 0 as m -cc 
it follows that II S(B)]1 < II f II1 . This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
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